In an environment with fluctuating demand and unpredictable parts mix compositions, the efficiency of cellular systems necessitates the use of virtual cells. Virtual cellular manufacturing systems (VCMSs) are based on a highly flexible manufacturing concept designed to improve the performance of classical cellular manufacturing systems (CMSs) and job shop manufacturing environment by creating virtual grouping the resources temporarily in the production planning and control system. The underlying concept is particularly valuable during high demands variety and variability and with increase in machines types required by parts for processing. Whereas researches on VCMSs are still in a preliminary stage, this concept has gained momentum during the last decade and a wide and diverse variety of solution techniques have been applied for solving part-machine cell formation problems in these systems. The aim of this paper is to provide a review on recent efforts and developments in the VCMSs area to make required comparisons among the published works and determine future research issues and high-impact research scopes to search more. In this study, the overview was on various criteria in detail. While already a few researchers tended to make surveys over VCMSs, some important criteria were neglected to review and consider, which this paper tried to cover them as a complementary and an updated version.
INTRODUCTION
In the today's competitive market, manufacturers require well-designed layouts to improve their operations and reduce manufacturing costs. The functional layout is more robust regarding the changes in the products mix and offers a certain routing flexibility, which may improve shop performance but significantly increases the production costs because of long set-up times. Therefore, companies have encouraged utilizing types of cellular manufacturing systems (CMSs). The classical one does not satisfy the needs of companies because of its sensitivity to changing productions requirements due to their limited flexibility. In other words, classical CMSs are effective only when product families are sufficiently stable and production volumes are relatively large or easy to *Corresponding author. E-mail: maryam.hamedi@gmail.com. move. To reduce negative implications of CMSs and adapt them to turbulent environments, the concept of dynamic CMSs has been recommended in several cases. In a dynamic CMS, machines are mobile and will be reallocated as soon as production runs are competed. Dynamic manufacturing cells are useful when there are anticipated changes in products demand due to new products or new orders. In spite of keeping the positive effects of CMSs by dynamic CMSs, that system may be time-consuming and costly especially if the changes occur very frequently. Moreover, in some cases reconfiguration may become impractical or even infeasible. Hybrid CMS is one in which a functional layout and a cellular layout coexist (Shambu and Suresh, 2000) . This system includes both manufacturing cells that are dedicated to specific part families, especially those with stable and high demands, and other machines arranged functionally, generally to produce parts with low and erratic demands. There are many potential benefits of hybrid CMSs. The functional layout within a hybrid system is more robust to changes in products mix and demands volume. Therefore, the overall manufacturing system may be capable of responding to a wide range of demand patterns quickly and effectively, in addition to providing the benefits of manufacturing cells.
To realize the benefits normally associated with the functional layout, classical, dynamic, and hybrid CMSs, virtual cellular manufacturing systems (VCMSs) have been proposed as an alternative to volatile manufacturing environments and for functional layout settings where a conversion to the classical, dynamic, or hybrid CMSs is not feasible from a technical or financial perspective. The VCMS is a new and powerful concept including a temporarily grouping of machines, jobs and workers which instead of a physical re-allocation of machines, as in classical and dynamic CMS, aims to reduce set-up times, material handling times, and consequently lead times by grouping similar jobs in the production planning and control. Hence, flow time performance of the shop may be improved. Distinguishing such groups in the production control system offers the possibility of achieving the advantages of CMSs in non-cellular manufacturing systems. Virtual cells are most valuable when demand variability and product variety is high (Khilwani et al., 2009) . In other words, due to the physical discontinuity and the dynamic aspect of configuration in the virtual cells, it is believed that uncertainty of demand and frequent changes in products mix are not significant factors affecting the efficiency of a VCMS. Figure 1 depictures a plant floor including 24 machines, which all of them have more than one copy. As it appears from the figure, five virtual cells have been formed without any machine re-arrangement.
Somewhat a VCMS resembles a process layout but in this system, machines are assigned to a family not a part. One of the most important properties of VCMSs is the machine-sharing concept. In these systems, machines are easily accessible to more than one cell for the Hamedi et al. 3317 sufficient utilization of resources in a real time, which leads to the machine overlapping. Therefore, the flexibility of virtual cells is emerged by time-sharing of machines. Moreover, a part of production costs because of machine duplication and low utilization can be reduced (Fung et al., 2008) . Virtual cells are not identifiable as fixed physical grouping of machinery, but as data files and processes in a control computer. Depending on changes in demands volume and mix, virtual cells are created periodically for instance every week or every month, as new jobs accumulate during a planning period . Simultaneous with the creation of a virtual cell, a cell controller is also created. The dynamic property of a virtual cell controller guarantees that new optimal virtual cells can be created for new job orders on the same shop floor with the same machines and workers by using the dynamic concept of VCMSs (Sarker and Li, 2001) . When the job mixes change, a VCMS only requires logical reconfiguration of workstations in the virtual cell controller. Physical reconfiguration of workstations is not needed in forming new manufacturing cells. In addition, the workstations are not physically locked up in a particular manufacturing cell, as in the case of classical CMSs, but can be allocated to process other jobs as long as there are sufficient residual capacities.
Several unique industrial applications have been discussed in the literature for VCMSs. In situations where ideal layouts are infeasible, a VCMS can be used to improve the system. For example, implementing group technology (GT) and CMS may be infeasible to small firms but through a VCMS, small companies can utilize the benefits of these systems without significant organizational times and new investments or rearrangements costs (Suresh and Slomp, 2005a) . Moreover, a VCMS can be useful to create a test-bed for the assessment of the feasibility of layout changes. One way of achieving good responsiveness and reconfigurability in Agile Manufacturing (AM) is by creating virtual cells in which resources can be dynamically configured and reconfigured usually without having to physically rearrange the facility layout in response to changes in products demand and variety (Fung et al., 2008) . Sarker and Li (2001) summarized several important assumptions in VCMSs as follows: 1) Mostly, each machine type has more than one copy available in the job shop. 2) Each component has alternative options to start from and finish at a machine to fulfil the operations sequence and precedence.
3) The system operates in a just-in-time mode. 4) Material handling costs are assumed and are embedded in travel times. 5) The operations sequence of a job only specifies the sequence and type of machines needed. The routings of the job are decided during the creation of the virtual cell. 6) Once a virtual cell is created for a job, every part of the job should be processed in that virtual cell unless some unexpected events such as machine breakdown and machine stoppage happen.
A VCMS does not have any limitation regarding the basic layout and can be applied to all layouts. The main requirement to apply a VCMS in a factory is that it must produce discrete products. Chemical industries and other continuous processes are in a different category (Drolet, 1989) and are not considered in VCMSs.
VCMS HISTORY
At start, National Bureau of Standards (NBS) proposed the concept of VCMSs in the 1980s in USA (McLean et al., 1982) . In McLean's definition (1982) , a virtual cell is not identifiable as a fixed physical grouping of workstations, but as data files and processes in a controller. Because McLean et al. (1982) were pioneers in this area, the paper tended to be conceptual and introductory and the discussion of virtual cells was more control-oriented than design-oriented. From 1980, the definition of VCMSs has evolved over times. In initial definitions of a VCMS by some researchers only answering to question of assigning parts or products to certain resources were considered, but the later definitions cover responding to a question of how people should cooperate in such a structure (Nomden et al., 2006) . Whereas research on VCMSs is still in a preliminary stage, it has caught attentions of many manufacturing system engineers and researchers and gained momentum during the last decade. In general, researches which are based on the concept of VCMSs can be classified in two categories: 1) Studies dealing with the introduction, survey, comparison of VCMSs with other systems such as the functional layout and classical CMS through their performance evaluation by using the simulation or other methods, and analysing VCMSs including McLean et al. (1982) , Nomden and Slomp (2003) , Suresh and Slomp (2005a) , Nomden et al. (2006) , and Hamedi et al. (2009) .
2) Studies pertaining to design of VCMSs including cell formation, sequencing, and scheduling such as researches belonging to Drolet (1989) , Babu et al. (2000) , Baykasoglu (2003) , Ko and Egbelu (2003) , Mak et al. (2005) , Slomp et al. (2005) , Kattan (2007) , Xambre and Vilarinho (2007) , and Fung et al. (2008) .
Cell formation involves part family formation, machine cell organization, and finally allocation of parts families to machine cells in a manner that its performance measure is better than that of any other configuration (Khilwani et al., 2009) . Sequencing is defined as determination of the order of the jobs onto each machine, and does not address timing or the internal control of the jobs within each cell. Scheduling is determination of the order of the jobs onto each machine and the determination of the precise start time and completion time of each job on each machine. In reality, most viable control schemes do not perform cell scheduling but rather employ cell sequencing (Baykasoglu, 1999) . Since the initial step and the most important problem in the design of classical CMSs, dynamic CMSs, and consequently VCMSs is the cell formation, this survey discuss more on this problem rather than the sequencing and the scheduling problems.
Virtual cell formation
As mentioned earlier, cell formation consists of part family and machine grouping and forming manufacturing cells to process each part family within a virtual or physical cell with minimum travelled distances of parts or maximization of grouping efficacy. This enables any part to be processed within a cell, which has minimum interaction with other cells. Most researches in the design of VCMSs included cell formation such as Drolet (1989) , Babu et al. (2000) , Saad et al. (2002) , Ko and Egbelu (2003) , Mak et al. (2005 Mak et al. ( , 2007 , Slomp et al. (2005) Xambre and Vilarinho (2007), Fung et al. (2008) , Khilwani et al. (2009 ), Rezazadeh et al. (2009 . During the formation of virtual cells in manufacturing systems, the grouping of the machines is done only in the control software. The cell is not identified as a fixed physical grouping of the resources. Virtual cell formation provides a manufacturing environment, which is flexible, adaptive, and reconfigurable without considerable effort, with the support of a computerized system (Babu et al., 2000) .
Objectives
There have been many efforts towards the design of manufacturing cells based on the selection of part families and machine groups, considering only a single criterion such as minimizing inter-cell movement of parts. The design of complex manufacturing systems usually involves several competing objectives that cannot easily be combined into a single objective function. Apart from the problem being single objective (one objective or some equivalent objectives) or multi-objective (different objectives), a wide range of performance objectives has been used in the related papers in the literature, ranging from financial measures through various operational measures to more abstract measures such as the cell compactness and number of exceptional elements. The most common objectives in the literature can be classified as follows: 1) Minimizing the total distance flow and consequently minimizing the material handling costs (Drolet, 1989; Baykasoglu, 2003; Ko and Egbelu, 2003; Mak et al., 2005; Slomp et al., 2005; Mak, et al., 2007; Xambre and Vilarinho, 2007; Fung et al., 2008) . 2) Minimizing the cell overlapping which means minimization of movement of parts within the cell. It reflects the importance of dedication of cells to produce a part family, because machine sharing is one of the basic factors that enhance the batch processing time by incurring major setup time in it. 3) Maximizing the similarity coefficient during the clustering machines and parts within the cells 4) Minimizing the total lead-time, which corresponds to the total time required for completing the operation to be performed on the parts. It is the sum of the processing time, setup time, and idle time. Among three types of systems, functional, classical and virtual CMS, the setup time reduction is only applicable for classical CMSs and VCMSs. 5) Maximizing number of cells to reduce the complexity in scheduling and material control. By increasing the number of cells, machine overlapping also increases. Therefore, it is necessary to maintain a trade-off between them.
In other words, the fundamental task in the formation of VCMSs is to minimize cell overlapping with optimum number of cells that offers minimum lead-time in the production of batches, minimum total production cost, minimum throughput time, or the total flow distance of the jobs between machines. Some of other objectives, which are obvious in the literature, are minimizing the sum of the tardiness of all products (Mak et al., 2005) , minimizing the total setup time (Ko and Egbelu, 2003) , minimizing process description and processing time on each machine, maximizing the flexibility (Babu et al., 2000; Slomp et al., 2005) , maximizing use of capacity or minimizing the load imbalances (Babu et al., 2000; Slomp et al., 2005; Xambre and Vilarinho, 2007) . Mostly, the objective of VCMSs problems is to minimize either the total production cost of the job, the total throughput the time of the job or the total flow distance between machines. However, these objectives actually differ in expressions in terms of different units, and they are interconvertible to each other, that is, the optimization of one objective is equivalent to the optimization of the others (Sarker and Li, 2001) .
Since the aim of this paper is reviewing more related papers in the design of VCM, in the next areas, a general summary is presented in Table 1 , which covers the type of study, objectives, and major findings. This table especially can be useful to both researchers and practitioners who are interested to the VCMS concept and now are in the first steps.
PRIMARY PROPERTIES
In the cell formation problems, physical or virtual, several properties are determined based on the ideas of Hamedi et al. 3319 managers or decision makers. These properties depend on the system requirements and create several alternatives for decision makers, which should be chosen based on the available data, exist time to achieve the results, and the level of the required precision of the output. Therefore, it is evidence whenever the selected alternative presents more characteristics of the real case, outputs will have more qualities. Five of the most important properties considered as the primary properties of VCMSs have been introduced as follows.
Constraining resources to form VCMSs
Three different types of resources are considered in the various definitions of VCMSs: machines, people, and material handling equipments, but in the most cases just one resource is considered [Single Resource Constrained (SRC) systems] and the considered resource is machine. Workers, as the second important resource, have been neglected in most researches in the area of cell formation. If two constraining resources are considered for the outputs and a part can be processed only if both two constraining resources of concern are available, the system is known as dual resource constraining (DRC). If labour and machines are two considered resources, the system will be labour and machine-limited DRC (Bokhorst et al., 2004) which are usually referred to DRC. While there is now a significant body of the literature on the job shops in DRC systems, there have been a limited number of studies on cellular and functional layouts by considering labours as the second important resource. In other words, workers have been neglected in CMSs and manufacturing cells have been considered only in terms of their respective parts and machines, and regards the machines capacities as the factors that limit production. In fact, researches on DRC settings for types of CMSs has barely begun and a limited number of studies is available in this area (Bokhorst et al., 2004) . Bidanda et al. (2005) showed that there would be a significant improvement in cell performance if human skills were explicitly considered in the worker training plans and assignment strategies. Supposedly, since VCMSs are newer than classical CMSs, this shortage in VCMSs is more obvious. Given the fact that workers form the second major constraining resource and considering the substantial amount of interaction between labour skills and machining technology in a CMS and since many of the advantages associated with cellular manufacturing, classical or virtual, are derived from workers flexibility, it becomes necessary to extend the researches to DRC systems (Suresh and Slomp, 2005b) .
However, research studies considering the impacts of labours are noticeably absent from the VCMSs, but there are few researches in the literature, which have considered DRC settings mostly in VCMSs and CMSs. The latest papers in this matter are discussed in this Developing a genetic scheduling methodology to solve the manufacturing cell formation and production scheduling problems for VCMSs; specifying the types of work stations and production resources that should be grouped together to form VCMSs, identifying bottleneck work stations in each VCMS, determining the most appropriate rates to process the assigned jobs, and specifying the times to create and terminate the VCMS.
Developing an operational procedure of creating VCMS periodically through grouping machines and workers in two sequential steps; promoting the novel idea of team production.
Suresh and Slomp, 2005b √ Simulation-base
Presenting that in a DRC setting and using a more comprehensive parameter range, VCMSs can indeed outperform efficiently-operated flow line and CMS in certain parameter ranges, characterized by moderate set-up reduction and cross training, and when there is limited ability to reduce lot sizes in VCMSs and CMSs, CMSs tend to outperform both VCMSs and flow line in the parameter ranges customarily advocated in GT/CMS, namely, low lot sizes, adequate levels of set-up reduction, cross training of workers, and worker mobility within cells. Developing a comprehensive mathematical model of a dynamic VCMS and solve with particle swarm optimization algorithm (LPEPSO) which presented the average gap between the quality of the solution found by LPEPSO and the best solution found by the branch and bound (B&B) method is nearly 0.77%. Presenting a new mathematical model for production planning in a dynamic VCMS with worker flexibility to manage machines and workers over a certain planning horizon.
area. Min and Shin (1993) and Suresh and Slomp (2005b) proposed cell design procedures in which the complex cell formation problem is solved in two or more phases. The last phase in both procedures concerns workforce requirements. A basic assumption in the problem formulation of Min and Shin (1993) is that workers are linked with the various parts by means of 'skill matching factors' which indicates to what extent a worker is able to produce a part. These factors are used for the optimization of the worker assignment problem. Cross-training issues were not considered in their work. Suresh and Slomp (2005) addressed various workforce requirements such as the partitioning of functionally specialized worker pools and the required additional training of workers. The need for cross-training is predetermined in their approach by setting minimum and maximum levels for the multifunctionality of workers and the redundancy of machines. They did not determine the need for cross-training analytically. Suer (1996) presented a two-phase hierarchical methodology for the operator assignment and cell loading in workerintensive manufacturing cells. Therefore, the major concern was determination of the number of workers in each cell and the assignment of workers to specific operations to maximize worker productivity. A functional arrangement of tasks was assumed in each cell without considering training and multi functionality problems. Askin and Huang (2001) focused on the relocation of workers into cells and the training needed for effective CMSs. They proposed a mixed integer goal-programming model for guiding the worker assignment and training process. The proposed model by them integrated psychological, organizational, and technical factors. They presented greedy heuristics as means to solve the problem and assumed that the required skills are cell dependent and that workers may need some additional training without considering crosstraining issues. Norman et al. (2002) presented a mixed integer programming formulation for the assignment of workers to operations in a manufacturing cell. Their formulation permitted the ability to change the skill levels of workers by providing additional training in such a way that taking the cross-training decisions was in order to balance the productivity and output quality of a manufacturing cell and the training costs. Slomp et al. (2005) presented a framework for the design of VCMSs, specifically accounting for limited availability of workers and worker skills. They proposed a goal programming formulation that first grouped jobs and machines and then assigned workers to the groups to form VCMSs. The objective was not only to use the capacity as efficiently as possible, but also to have VCMSs in places that were as independent as possible.
Approach
Before formation of manufacturing cells, the system needs to be defined. In the literature, two ways exist to define characteristics of manufacturing systems, design layouts, parts sequences and worker skills, which the first one is machine-based and the second one is capabilitybased.
In the first way, machines are considered as entities and in the second way machining capabilities include entities. In the machine-based approach, the machine-part incidence matrix is the main input. Some shortcomings have been reported for this method as follows: 1) Most times, presenting the correct route of a part on an incidence matrix is not possible because an entry in a part-machine incidence matrix indicates only whether a machine is used to process a part, not the number of times a machines is needed and in which order machines are required. 2) When the existing job shop contains many highly automated machining centres, these machines generally have a considerable amount of overlapping capability. Hence, it is not advantageous to assign a fixed machine rout for components (if it is not necessary for other reasons) which eliminates the chance of utilizing the alternative resources and flexibility available in the job shop (Baykasoglu et al., 2001) 3) The classical way of defining manufacturing systems and their capacities does not provide sufficient details in describing the shared and unique boundaries between machines. The shared issue should not be a machine but some function parts of a machine. Therefore, in the virtual cell formed by the corresponding methods, there are some machines in which not all the function parts need to be shared and some function parts can be shared with more cells. All these matters will influence the execution and control of the cells (Fung et al., 2008) . 4) Defining processing requirements in terms of machines and designing the layout based on this consideration can certainly deteriorate production performance and it limits the flexibility (Baykasoglu, 2003) .
In the second way, machine independent capability units that are known as resource elements (REs) are used to define processing requirements of parts and processing capabilities of machines and workers. The main idea of the RE approach is to define the shared and unique capabilities of machine tools. In this method, product requirements are generally defined in terms of their processing needs that each of them can be matched with any one of the capable machines. By using REs in cell formation applications, it is possible to realize the overlapping capabilities of machines and to take its advantage in configuring cells. In the RE based approach, overlapping capabilities between machines and alternative machines for part processing can be automatically taken into account while forming cells.
In the last few years, some authors encouraged to use the RE based approach to define and solve the problems in manufacturing systems. Baykasoglu et al. (2000) developed a preemptive goal-programming model to partmachine cell formation problem using a RE approach and for the solution of the model, he proposed a multiple objective tabu search based algorithm programmed in Fortran-90. Baykasoglu et al. (2001) used the RE based approach for formation of classical CMSs not virtual. They formulated a multiple objective zero-one non-linear integer-programming model. Minimizing dissimilarity between parts in each cell, minimizing total load imbalance between cells, and minimizing extra capacity requirements, while converting an existing job shop to a cellular shop, are used as objective functions to be optimized. Moreover, maximum and minimum number of parts and machines in each cell and cell independence were considered as constraints.
Cell formation methods
The cell formation problem can be extraordinarily complex because of various different production factors such as alternative process routings, operational sequences, production volumes, machine capacities, tooling times and others needed to be considered. Numerous cell formation approaches have been developed by researchers for solving the cell formation problem. These techniques were classified and Hamedi et al. 3323 reclassified a number of times by some researchers such as (Albadawi et al., 2005; Hachicha et al., 2006; Kattan, 2007; Yin and Yasuda, 2006) . These methods usually differ in terms of information requirements and the final cell design. Moreover, the objectives for each method are quite different. There are many heuristic methods available in the literature to solve cell formation problems. Baykasoglu (1999) highlighted several of them including production flow analysis (PFA) as the first approaches to formation of cells which is belonging to Burbidge (1977) . In this approach, part-machine groups are formed by conducting manual analysis of part routings and machines availability for operations. The majority of existing cell formation methods is matrix-based in such a way that the problem is formulated as a part-machine matrix and clustering is made by permuting the rows and columns of the 0 to 1 matrix until blocks of nonzero elements are formed around the main diagonal. Moreover, Baykasoglu (1999) introduced the rank order clustering (ROC) proposed by King (1980) the direct clustering algorithm (DCA) developed by Chan and Milner (1982) , and the Bond Energy Algorithm (BEA) introduced by McCromil et al. (1972) as the most popular matrix arrangement based methods. Similarity measures between parts or machines have been used in many cell formation methods as the basis for forming part-machine groups. The well known similarity coefficient based methods are the single linkage clustering algorithm (SLCA) by McAuley (1972) and the average linkage clustering algorithm (ALCA) introduced by Seifoddini and Wolfe (1986) Some cell formation methods use similarity coefficients in conjunction with graph theory such as Chen and Irani (1993) . In such methods, machines or parts are represented by vertices of a graph in which the edges connecting these vertices represent similarity between machines or parts. The graphs are decomposed into disconnected sub-graphs to identify machine cells or part families.
The cell formation problem is mostly time consuming and known as the NP-hard 1 combinational problems (Moghaddam et al., 2009 ). Many models and solution approaches have been developed to obtain optimal solutions in an acceptable amount of time, especially for large-sized problems. Therefore, using metaheuristic methods is unavoidable. In much of the literature focused on the design of virtual cells, applications of metaheuristic methods to solve formation of VCMSs are obviously observed. Some of the most used methods are genetic algorithms (GA) which have been used in several cell formation researchers such as Mak et al. (2005) and Xambre and Vilarinho (2007) . Ant Colony (AC) optimization method used in Mak et al. (2007) and simulated annealing (SA) applied by Baykasoglu (2003) . A few researchers have solved their models in the small size problems by the use of mathematical and exact methods including Slopm et al. (2005) . Simulation methods usually are used for some papers, which have focused on the performance of virtual cells and comparing them with other manufacturing systems.
In the majority of formulations, many practical constraints that are important for design of a proper system are not taken into account including number of machines and parts in each cell or capacity constraints. One of the possible reasons for this situation is that the technique applied for the solution of the problem does not easily allow consideration of many factors. A mathematical programming formulation is one of the most suitable alternatives for cell formation problems because such problems can integrate many important factors in the objective function and constraints. The main drawback with these techniques is the computational efficiency when the problem size gets bigger. Therefore, while formulating the problem, special considerations should be given to the types and number of variables used in the model. There is also a need to develop efficient solution procedures for solving the resulting models optimally. Modern heuristic techniques namely SA, GA and Tabu Search (TS) seem very promising from this respect (Baykasoglu and Gindy, 2000) .
Structure of VCMS formation
In a system with SRC settings, the virtual cell problem basically consists of part family formation, machine cell organization and finally allocation of part family to machine cells in a manner that its performance measure is better than that of any other configuration (Khilwani et al., 2009) . If labours are considered as the second resources in a DRC setting, labour cell formation is also performed through VCMS design.
Three main strategies can be considered for forming part machine cells in a SRC system. In the literature, in SRC settings, part family formation and machine cell formation are generally considered and separately formulated. This increases the overall solution time of the problem and whichever is solved first, may create a restriction to obtaining independent cells. For this reason, it is better to solve the part machine cell formation and workers assignments problems concurrently. In a few researches, which have considered workers as the second resources in forming the cells, first machine-cells are formed and then workers are assigned to the formed cells. This method breaks the model into two parts and helps to reduce the solution difficulty but reduces the quality of solutions.
Implementation level
The implementation level means the production planning and the control hierarchy where virtual cells are configured. In some cases, it is a medium-term or longterm approach leading to relatively stable VCMSs configurations, labelled as master production schedule (MPS) level. At the other extreme, VMCSs are very dynamic and only exist during a single job, labelled as shop floor control (SFC) level (Nomden et al., 2006) . Where the VCMs are under regular or periodical review, the implementation level is labelled as manufacturing requirements planning (MRP). Based on the time, these levels are categorized as medium-to-long term (MPS), short-to-medium term or periodical (MRP), and execution-level (SFC).
The classification of the most important papers focused on formation of VCMSs is presented in Table 2 , which have been analysed based on the introduced primary properties.
SECONDARY PROPERTIES
These properties refer to status of companies when a virtual cell is being created. These properties are considered as inputs. Unlike soft properties, these properties are not optional and present realities of companies.
Layout
In the literature, virtual cells are generally generated over a functional layout such as Drolet (1989) , Ko and Egbelu (2003) , and Slomp et al. (2005) . Kannan and Ghosh (1996a , 1996b , 1997 studied the performance of virtual cells formed over a functional layout and concluded that virtual cells could enhance production performance in volatile manufacturing environments. Similarly, Mertins et al. (2000) studied capacity assignment issues of VCMSs and formed virtual cells over a functional layout.
It has been discussed in the literature that distributed layouts are very good candidates for the implementation of VCMSs and these systems are one of the main application areas which distributed layouts can be implemented (Baykasoglu, 2003; Benjaafar et al., 2002) . Hamedi et al. (2011) developed a comprehensive method to design weighted distributed layouts via considering machines independent capabilities by the REs approach, which caused to generation of a new type of distributed layouts named as semi-distributed layouts. Figure 2 is a sample of semi distributed 3326 Sci. Res. Essays Figure 2 . A semi-distributed layout (Hamedi et al., 2011). layout taken from Hamedi et al. (2011) . If a distributed layout is used as the basic layout for formation of VCMSs such as Figure 2 , the problem includes not only the assigning of families to machines and the balancing of workloads between machines of the same type, but also the distance travelled by each part and the flow complexity between machines assigned to the same cells. The advantages of distributed layouts in VCMSs have been encouraging several researchers to apply it in the manufacturing systems including Baykasoglu (2003) and Xambre and Vilarinho (2007) . Moreover, few researchers used the properties of distributed layouts to arranging machines without calling that a distributed layout such as Mak et al. (2005 Mak et al. ( , 2007 . They changed the original layout to the revised layout insuch a way that in the revised layout, the workstations were widely spread over the production floor as suggested to reduce the material travelling distances in each virtual cell. The material travelling distance between two workstations is measured by using the rectangular distance between the outgoing port of the firstworkstation and the incoming part of the next workstation.
System status
Depending on the statue of systems, the cell formation problem will be defined different but in any manufacturing systems, a general problem is discussed. Yang et al. (1994) brought out the problem as follows: components are to be processed by machine and workers within a given time horizon in such a way that given objectives are optimized. Each component involves a specific set of operations that have to be processed according to a process plan. An operation may require a deterministic or a stochastic processing time.
If the set of components is available at the beginning of the process, the problem is called static, whereas if the set of components to be processed is continuously changing over the time, the problem is called dynamic. The first case is like planning for a new system in such a way that there is not any already created workstation and several jobs that has arrived, the virtual cell controller will select a group of workstations on the production floor to form one or more new virtual cells specifically to fit the requirements of received job(s). The controller will then control the workstations in the newly formed cell(s) until completing the job(s). At the second case (dynamic), a new job enters to an available system and valid virtual cells have enough capacities. Therefore, the arrived job will be jointed with the already created virtual cells. If the available cells do not have enough capacity, by considering the available resources capacities, a new virtual cell will be created.
In a deterministic problem, all parameters are known with certainty while in a stochastic and fuzzy problem, at least one parameter is sequentially probabilistic and fuzzy.
CONCLUSION
In modern manufacturing systems such as agile and flexible manufacturing systems, there is an increasing demand for customized products, which are produced in smaller lot sizes than before. Therefore, there appear to be an increased focus on finding new methods that have the most of the strategic advantages of a job shop but also can provide some of the operational advantages of an assembly line without flexibility limitations of CMSs. Virtual cellular manufacturing systems (VCMSs) seem to be just such a method. VCMSs are a new manufacturing technology generated from the changing and dynamic marketing environment, which has gained momentum during the last decade. Although it is still a new field that needs to be explored regarding the conception, problem identification, formulation and implementation, a wide and diverse variety of solution techniques have been applied for solving the associated problems especially the cell formation because of its complexity and importance.
It is apparent from the survey preformed in this research that several studies has focused on the performance of VCMSs and its comparison with other manufacturing systems based on simulation approaches. Although a considerable quantity of the literature of VCMSs belongs to cell formation, the researchers have mostly considered machine-based formation of VCMSs and have not used the significant advantages of the resource element (RE) approach. The conventional machine based method to define manufacturing systems and their capacities does not provide sufficient details in describing the shared and unique boundaries between machines and workers. Whatever the capacity boundaries of each resource including machines and workers and its capabilities are well defined in conventional machine-based methods, some operations can be performed on more than one machine and using more than one worker, and some machines and workers can deal with many different operations.
Moreover, a few numbers of studies on VCMSs have considered labours as the second important resource and other researchers have ignored the importance of considering labours and have not analyzed the impact of labour flexibility, cross training, degree of centralized control, size of labour force, labour efficiency, and labour assignment rules. Due to the fact that each cell will be constrained to process because of the trained workers shortage as well as the lake of available machines, the problem of assigning workers to machines or cells is critical for classical or virtual cells in CMSs or VCMSs. However, there is no limitation regarding basic layouts to form VCMSs over that, to reduce travelled distances by parts, distributed layouts are suitable options for those companies, which are being prepared to implement VCMSs. In the literature, there is no comprehensive model to form VCMSs over distributed layouts.
To solve cell formation problems, developing mathematical programming formulation seems to be one of the most suitable alternatives because of integrating many important factors in the objective function and constraints that usually leads to considering multiple objectives.
Cell formation problems have been known as NP-hard problem and it is difficult to obtain optimal solutions in an acceptable amount of time, especially for large-sized problems. Moreover, complexity and time consuming of cell formation as a NP-hard problem will be increased in DRC settings because of adding new variable and constraints in the model. This difficulty will be increased by considering more real factors in developed models, especially for large size problems. To solve these problems mostly metaheuristic methods including SA, GA, and TS were applied to solve models and achieve optimal or near optimal solutions.
Regarding the hierarchy of formation, it seems that finding an optimized solution in one stage and sending outputs to the next step does not guarantee the optimized solution for whole of the problem because the feasible solution in each step is different from the feasible solution for the integrated model. If it is assumed that this method is efficient, it cannot be used for problems in the medium or large size or even some small problems. Therefore, it will be better if the model is formulated aggregately and all variables get the optimal values simultaneously and Hamedi et al. 3327 during once running of the coded program. However, it makes problem more complex.
